
Noreen's  Most  Popular  Media  Topics

Noreen's passion is helping people find lasting freedom in their homes and businesses through her
transformational organizing services and productivity strategies. Her mission is to support her clients in
removing any barriers or blocks to create a stress-free and calm state of flow in all parts of their lives. Out of
this state comes abundance, time freedom, deep satisfaction, and greater success.

N O R E E N  M U S I C

Noreen is the owner and driving force behind Organize My Space Calgary (OMS), a
company that focuses on providing residential and business clients with organizing
and productivity services.

After a 27+ year career as an accomplished and well-respected Senior Property
Manager in the commercial real estate industry in Calgary, Noreen studied and
received her Trained Professional Organizer designation with the Professional
Organizers in Canada and launched OMS in January 2019.

Professional Organizer | Productivity Coach | Author | Speaker

5 Keys to Overcome Productivity Overwhelm
Research shows that almost 40% of professionals, small business owners, and entrepreneurs don't know the
basic productivity skills to succeed. This has led many people into a chronic and constant state of
overwhelm, frustration, and exhaustion. Noreen's signature talk offers powerful key action steps to overcome
productivity overwhelm to produce lasting clarity, composure, and certainty.

How to Get and Stay Organized at Home
Many homes are bulging with clutter and overrun with chaos as we hold onto things we don't need, use or
love. Despite the popularity of various organizing books and television shows, living in organized ways does
not always come naturally or easily. This is where, as a professional organizer, Noreen's talk breaks down the
organizing steps and helps take your home from frustrated to functional.

The Unexpected Entrepreneur

Noreen's book will give you the productivity skills and resources to help you make a
difference while making a living. What if you could ditch your distractions and break
free from overwhelm to create focus and achieve more than you ever thought
possible? What would your life look like if you use doubt and fear as steppingstones
to live with greater confidence? Perfectionism will no longer poison your mind or
keep you from reaching your goals as you embrace the "perfectly imperfect"
mindset.

When you've finished reading this book, you will have laid a strong foundation to
transform your physical, digital, and mental spaces so that you can enjoy greater
freedom and success in your entrepreneurial journey.

Now You're  Here ,  Make a  Di f ference Whi le  Making a  L iv ing

"The time and effort you spend organizing today gives you a lifetime of
value you never regret tomorrow.

- Noreen Music 

Test imonial

"After seeing Noreen present at the YYCFempreneurs
Conference and the Womanition Leadership Conference, I took
away many valuable tools to use in my business and life. She is
a fun and engaging speaker with tons of knowledge to share
and a big heart for helping women entrepreneurs succeed!"

- LYNDSIE BARRIE, AUTHOR AND FOUNDER OF YYCFEMPRENEURS,
COCHRANE, ALBERTA
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